A new multicast group joidleave mechanism for mobile nodes (MNs) is proposed. The mechanism is based on hash algorithm. This paper explains the construction of a dynamic delivery tree of the mobile node movement for a multicast-based mobile IPv6 network, such that the branches of the tree constitute the shortest paths from the packet source to each of the visited locations. The branches of the tree grow and shrink to reach the mobile node when necessary The mobile node is assigned a multicast address and the correspondent nodes (CNs) send packets to the multicast group. As the mobile node moves to a new location, it joins the multicast group through the new location and prunes through the old location. The performance of the proposed mechanism was evaluated through a simulation model built for this purpose. Simulation results show that the dynamics of joining and leaving the group directly affect handoff latency and smoothness, as a result it conserve Radio Frequency (RF) bandwidth.
INTRODUCTION
FOR fixed host networks, multicast is achieved by constructing a delivery tree [I] , [2] . Multicast applications may become widely used hy mobile users. Multicast addresses are defined independent of location and separate from the normal unicast addresses. With this characteristic, mobility should not he a problem for multicast. The challenge is how to achieve a multicast service for mobile nodes (MNs). MNs wishing to receive a multicast packet must join the group [3], [4] . The delivery trees with the MNs as receivers are actually dynamic delivery trees due to the movement of the MNs. There are few other proposals that attempts to address the issue of implementing multicast scheme for seamless handover [3-51 but none has attempted the use of hash algorithm for constructing dynamic delivery trees.
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This paper proposes a scheme that implements hash algorithm to construct a.multicast delivery tree of the MN movement and update the tree when the MN either changes its point of attachment, participates in multicast session, or leaves the multicast group. Therefore, unless the multicast, group membership changes, no tree maintenance is required. To allow a smooth handoff, the MN should not prune the old location until it starts receiving packets from the new location. Software modules have been developed for simulation purposes. Simulation results show that the proposed dynamic mechanism for joining and leaving the group affects directly handoff latency and smoothness by reducing join and leave latencies and, as a result, conserves Radio Frequency bandwidth. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, we present the group management for large dynamic groups. In Section I11 we present the architecture of the hash families. Section Iv explains the dynamic addition and deletion of multicast group members. In section V the pseudo codes for the algorithms of joining and leaving the multicast group is explained. In Section VI, we present the simulation results been obtained for different group sizes. Then, concluding remarks are given in Section VII.
GROUP MANAGEMENT FOR LARGE DYNAMIC GROUPS
IPv4 uses the Intemet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) to manage group membership. Sending and receiving hosts must support IGMP in order to access multicast transmissions. Network routers must also support IGMP.
In the IPv6 environment, the Intemet Control Message Protocol (ICMPv6) assumes responsibility for services that IPv4 left to IGMP.
One of the design goals of IPv6 was to include multicast as part of the base standard, not as an add-on. Instead of having a separate group membership discovery, the IPv6 equivalent of IGMP will be part of ICMPv6 [6] and will be present in all IPv6 nodes and routers.
In addition to administering unicast IP addresses, ICMPv6 also manages group addresses. It provides a way for systems to announce (and later renounce) their membership in groups. Routers listen to these messages to track group membership on the link. They can then know whether to forward packets addressed to specific groups.
All group membership messages have the same format, shown in Figure] , but each message has its own ICMPv6 type.'The query messages b k ' i f a system belongs to'a particular group. The report and termination messages allow systems to join or leave a group. Report messages also serve as the response to queries. In most cases, the messages are sent to the group address in question. The destination IP address will then be the same as the multicast IP address in the message body.
It is also possible to query for membership in all groups. In such cases, the destination address is the All Nodes address, and the IP multicast address is set to zero.
The maximum response delay field is only used in queries.
It defines the maximum amount of time, in milliseconds, that a system may delay before responding to the query.
To prevent every group member from responding simultaneously, each member should delay a random amount of time before transmitting a response. That delay should range from zero to the maximum response delay value.
Group management is one of the necessary tasks required to support group communications. Current solutions are based on IGMP for the protocols currently used on the Internet and on the use of join and prune data units. Little attention has been given so far to group management of large groups that are highly dynamic. The challenge is in a scalable support of known groups (Le., groups where the membership is known). IGMP-based algorithms are not capable of implementing known groups. However, many applications require this capability. In general, it should be noted that until now most applications have tended to consider group management as a side issue, which could be linked to the fact that these applications are currently'mainly used in the research area [*,91.
,
Ill. ARCHITECTURE OF THE HASH. FAMILIES
The.sender may not be able to maintain very large groups (of thousands of members) by itself. Therefore, a fragmentation of the multicast group into subgroups (hash families) is proposed because sub-grouping scale well to very large group sizes. Each subgroup may contain some members. The initiator of these subgroups may be a third patty entity such as Internet Setvice Provider (ISP) routers, User Mobility Agent (UMA), or other multicast routers.
When a new host wants to join a multicast group, it selects the subgroup or the hash family. This depends on the value that was calculated by the initiator to the hash function.
The hash function is an algorithm that takes key field values as input and produces the relative address value within admissible range as outputs. ' has been added to link the members of each subgroup through the chain that would decrease the time delay to search the members of the subgroup when joining or leaving the multicast group. Pseudo codes for the dynamic mechanism ofjoining and leaving the multicast group are given below.
IV. DYNAMIC ADDITION AND DELETION OF MULTICAST GROUP MEMBERS

Multicast group members are added and deleted as follows:
Every time there is a change in the group membership, the initiator calculates the hash key using equation (1) and modifies the group to either include or exclude a participant from further communications, The initiator assists in hash key calculation. It also assists in the building of hash families from the multicast group members, The initiator divides the multicast group into several subgroups arranged in chains or hash families. Each chain starts at the hash key. The members of each hash family is linked to each other using a link address (clue). The clue refers to the location of the next member in the hash family within the routing table, and
The routing table is a random access table. Any host willing to join or leave the multicast group, the initiator first generates a key for the new host based on its identity; it then searches for an empty location in the chain to add the new host. In case of deletion, the initiator, after calculating the key deletes the membership of the leaving host. In both cases, the initiator recalculates the hash key and updates the hash family. Algorithms for both jdining and leaving process are explained next.
V. ALGORITHMS OF HOST JOINING OR LEAVING THE MULTICAST GROUP
This section presents algorithms describing the steps needed by a host to join or leave a multicast group. 
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm, different sizes of the routing table have been used, with different number of members joining and leaving the multicast group. ,The cumulative time and average time for each memberrave been calcul_ated in bothjoining and leaving cases. ,The cumulative time presents'the time of joining or leaving ,the multicast group by a group ,of members, while the average time is the mean time taken by each member to join or leave the group. Figures 2, and 3 illustrate the Cumulative Time that has been calculated from the simulation model described in section V for joining / leaving the multicast group with sizes 1007, and 10007 respectively.
As shown in these figures, the leave time is much smaller than the join time. This difference'is stems from the fact that leaving the group means searching for the member through already constructed tree only and then deleting its membership. Joining the multicast group means adding a new branch to the multicast delivery tree. This addition includes searching for an empty space in the routing table besides updating the value o f the link address in accordance. The difference in cumulative time between the process of joining and leaving the multicast group is clearly shown in Table- . The time to calculate the hash key &om the node identity for each member.. The time for adding the member to the suitable subgroup according to the hash key. In other words,,adding a branch to the multicast delivery tree when a member joins the group and pruning the branch when leaving. The time to update the value of the link address. Figure 4 shows that the average time for joining a group by each member (hash table size = 1007) is between 0.8msec and 0.9msec, while the average time to leave the same group is always below O.2msec. Figure 5 shows that increasing the multicast group member numbers to ten folds does not affect the average join or leave time of the multicast group. But, if the size of the hash table is.increased to 49999, and therefore the number of members being increased, the average join and leave . . . .
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. ' Figure 7 :AverageTime to join I leave a multicast group for different sizes of the hash table time delay start to increase accordingly, as shown in Figure  6 . Although the average leave time increases steadily as the number of the multicast group members increases, it is always below 1 msec. On the contraly, the average join time seems to increase at a faster rate but never exceeds 5 mst:c. This is obviously due to the increase in collisions in the hash addresses assigned and the time needed to resolve them.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The actual design of Mobile-IPv6 is still a work-inprogress. The area of mobile IP multicasting is relatively new and there is not a widely accepted method for multicasting in such an environment. The &"work that has been proposed seems to provide a good basis for considering multicasting in Mobile IPv6 networks.
In this work, a scheme has been proposed to support Internet host mobility by taking into account the commonality of the problems faced by multicasting and mobility The architechue is multicast-based, in which a MN is assigned a multicast address, and the CN send packets to that multicast group.
Security is not a problem in the proposed scheme, because the MN is assigned a location-independent multicast address that does not change with movement, and hence does not reveal information about the M " s current point of attachments. However, hash algorithm has some beneficial security properties in that sources can be authenticated before being admitted to the tree.
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